SKIM SCAN
Fast ATM & POS Skimmer Detection

• Pocket-sized security solution - no hardware installations or modifications required at all

Detect hidden skimmers before you get scammed

• Detects mag head skimmers hidden inside ATMs & POS terminals

• Saves time & money making it the tool of choice for law enforcement

• Works in ATMs, fuel pumps, kiosks, vending machines, smart meters & retail POS terminals

• Simple operation with bright LED and audible alert

Skim Scan is a registered trademark of Berkeley Varitronics Systems. Patent pending.
Fast ATM & POS Skimmer Detection

DETECTS BLUETOOTH SKIMMERS UP TO 125 FEET AWAY

DETECTS SKIMMERS IN MAGNETIC DIP TERMINALS INSTANTLY

SKIMMER DETECTION TRAINER CONTAINS BOTH MAG HEAD AND BLUETOOTH SKIMMERS FOR COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING

+1 732-548-3737
www.bvsystems.com
sales@bvsystems.com
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